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AUT members vote for industrial action over pay

Universities urged to re-open negotiations

! 66% vote for strike action:   UK universities face shutdown 23 � 27 February

! 81% vote for non-strike action: Student assessments boycott starts 1 March

! �Derisory� pay offer of just 6.44% over two years tied to new career
structures which will leave academic and related staff worse off

! Universities receive 12% real terms funding increase over two years but still
salaries are not their priority

AUT�s 47,000 members in universities across the UK have voted to take industrial action starting

on 23 February. They have done so in response to an offer from the university employers which

combines a 6.44% pay increase over two years � barely above inflation � with a new pay and

grading framework. The framework, while beneficial to many other groups of university staff, will
actually make our members worse off. And yet, Ministers have awarded universities an extra 12%

above inflation for the next two years and academic and senior support staff pay has fallen by

around 40% compared to the rest of the workforce.

Unfortunately, the universities are refusing to negotiate with AUT to seek a resolution to the

dispute.  As a result, we have no option but to take action in defense of our members� interests.

The action starts with a series of one-day strikes in the week of 23 February. These are timed to

coincide with NUS�s week of action over student funding and against variable fees. AUT members

will then start a boycott of student assessment on 1 March.

'This decision sends out a clear signal to the employers that this union � having secured a
clear mandate for both strike action and action short of a strike � means business. We hope

that the employers will understand the seriousness of the situation and re-open

negotiations now.'

Sally Hunt, AUT general secretary

�The NUS urges the employers to return to the negotiating table to resolve the AUT�s

issues now in order to protect and ensure the high quality delivery of education for current
and future students.�

Mandy Telford, NUS President

For further information on any of these issues, please contact Jonathan Whitehead, AUT's Head

of parliamentary & public affairs on 020 7670 9732, by email at jonathan.whitehead@aut.org.uk or
by post at Association of University Teachers, 25-31 Tavistock Place, London WC1H 9UT.



Why have academic and related staff rejected the universities� offer?

The universities want AUT members to sign up to a pay deal which actually worsens their career

prospects and all for just 6.44% over two years.  In brief, the offer means that for our members

� their career earnings may be lower

� it will take them longer to reach the top of the scale than it does now.

� their post may be downgraded.
� national agreements will be undermined by local pay determination,

The full offer is a complex one which links a minimal pay rise to a change in our members� pay and

conditions. The key parts of the offer can be summarised as follows:

� A pay increase only just above inflation of 3.44% this year, and 3% in 2004 which takes

no account of the historic fall in university salaries relative to average earnings
� A new pay spine which lengthens the time it takes to reach the top of grades,  provides

smaller annual increments and leads to a reduction in career earnings for many staff

� Locally agreed job evaluation which will mean that pay and grading will be based on
where our members work not on what they do

� The separation of academic and academic-related staff, leaving the latter graded in the

non-academic pay structure: a fundamental erosion of the academic team

� Local market supplement payments for some staff that may be taken away at any time
� The right of any institution to follow their own pay and grading model, irrespective of

national agreements, undermining the role of national negotiations.

AUT believes these proposals are unacceptable. In particular, they are unacceptable in respect of

the inadequate pay offer, the detrimental changes to incremental scales and the lack of clear job

grading proposals covering all staff represented by AUT.

Worst of all, the proposed changes to the pay structure will lead to an increased number of annual

increments with each one worth less than at present. As a result, many senior support staff would

lose £46,000 over 21 years, some researchers would lose £17,300 over nine years and numerous
lecturers would lose £6,300 over eight years.

Why is industrial action now necessary?

The original offer was made in July. Since then AUT has been pursuing further negotiations
with the universities. They consistently refused to do this.

� July � December: the pay offer was made by the universities during lengthy talks in July.
AUT raised a number of concerns but our negotiators were rebuffed when they went back

to try and secure a satisfactory offer.

� December: subsequent negotiations culminated in the employers' withdrawal of an earlier
offer to negotiate on the problem areas. The decision to go to a ballot was made after the

universities then dramatically called off last-ditch talks.

� January: AUT was left with no option than to launch an industrial action ballot for its

members � lecturers, professors, researchers, computer staff, librarians and senior support

staff in universities and colleges across the UK, predominantly in the �old� universities.

� February: AUT members overwhelming rejected the universities� pay offer, voting in

unprecedented numbers � the 55% turnout is exceptionally high for a trade union ballot.

66% voted Yes to strike action and 81% voted Yes to action short of a strike, primarily the
boycott of student assessments.

Why is this issue important to politicians?



Not only are salary levels unfair and unjust but they seriously threaten future recruitment in
to the profession. This in turn jeopardises the future success of higher education.

Academic staff have seen their salaries decline in comparison to other professions. As workloads

and stress increase and demoralisation sets in, an academic career is becoming less and less
attractive. Thousands of additional staff will be needed to teach the extra students coming in to

higher education in the next few years. Meanwhile, over 20,000 academic staff  � 14% of the total

� are set to retire between now and 2010.

Unless universities take this situation seriously and prioritise investment in their staff, this country�s

higher education system faces long-term decline. This should concern all politicians. Sadly, it does
not seem to concern the universities who still seem to take their staff for granted.

What is the problem with university salaries?

Salaries for academic and related staff have been in steady decline for over twenty years. Recent
pay increases have barely kept pace with inflation while average earnings have continued to rise

at a much faster rate. This is unjust for those staff who have spent their working lives serving

higher education. It is unfair for those academics who have recently joined the profession: their

chances of having a decent standard of living seem ever more remote. It is making the profession
less and less attractive to potential staff at the very time that recruitment and retention difficulties

are really biting � a career in academia usually requires 7 years �training� as an undergraduate

and then a postgraduate. Above all it is undermining the very fabric of our universities.

AUT members are fed up with being taken for granted by their universities. They are fed up with

seeing new investment flowing in to buildings rather than in to their working lives. They no longer
believe universities when they say they value their employees, especially when the government

has increased university funding more than ever before.

Starting salaries:   these are what our members earn after 7 years training:
� Researcher £18,265

� Lecturer £22,191

Career expectations:   our members can expect to reach the following earnings levels:

� The maximum salary for a senior lecturer stands at £39,958

� Professors start on as little as £40,841.

� Meanwhile, the �rate for the job� for an advanced skills teacher in schools in England &
Wales is £46,131.

Decline in salaries
� Over the last twenty years, academic pay has increased by just 4 per cent compared to

an increase in average earnings of 45 per cent � in other words, a 40% relative decline

� Over the past decade, in real terms, the average pay for comparator professions rose by
between 11% and 26%. Meanwhile, academic salaries only increased by 4% and actually

failed to keep up with inflation on four occasions. The non-manual average increased by

18%, indicating a 14% real terms gap between academic and non-manual average

earnings over the decade.

�Since 1980, academic salaries have increased by an average of only 20% compared with a rise

in average earnings of 60% and of average graduate earnings by still more.
�The average salary of a professor or head of department is well below comparable salaries in

both the public and the private sectors.�

Charles Clarke, House of Commons, 27 January 2004



What happens next?

AUT has no alternative but to undertake industrial action in order to achieve an agreed

package acceptable to its members.

We very much hope that the universities will decide to re-open talks to try and resolve this dispute.
AUT always prefers negotiation to conflict but the current offer represents the most serious attack

on our members� pay and conditions in decades. The following action is planned:

� 23 February: Strike action on pay, grading and related conditions by the AUT (disruptive

action by the NUS) in Wales

� 24 February: Strike action (plus disruptive action by the NUS) in England
� 25 February: Strike action (plus student shut-down by the NUS) across the UK

� 26 February: Strike action (plus disruptive action by the NUS) in Scotland

� 27 February: Strike action (plus disruptive action by the NUS) in Northern Ireland

� 1 March onwards: boycott of all student assessments.

What do the general public think?

� 46% of the public think AUT is right to consider industrial action, with only 19% against.

� 79% of the public said that the starting salary for a fully-qualified lecturer should be at
least £32,000 � currently the figure is £23,000.

Note: 1,433 adults were questioned by TNS for the AUT between 6-8 January.

What do students think?

� 64.8% of students support AUT in its pursuit of a better deal. Only one in eight disagreed.

Note: 731 students across England were questioned by TNS for the AUT between 23-28 January.
The students were based at Newcastle, Birmingham, Oxford, LSE and Roehampton.

Variable fees are not the solution

The Government and some universities claim that top-up fees are the solution. This is not true.

� Firstly, the pay dispute is an issue that needs resolving now while variable fees will not
start until 2006.

� Secondly, AUT believes that variable fees will inevitably lead to variable salaries where

staff are paid for where they work not what they do.

� Thirdly, AUT members have no confidence in universities� ability to turn extra funding in to
better pay � a situation amplified by recent experience.

� Finally, higher fees will lead to higher student debt. New recruits in to the academic

professions face debts of around £25,000 � more than their entire first year�s salary.

For further information on any of these issues, please contact Jonathan Whitehead, AUT's Head

of parliamentary & public affairs on 020 7670 9732, by email at jonathan.whitehead@aut.org.uk or

�The salaries of academic staff � have shown practically no increase in real terms over two

decades.  This at a time when professionals in virtually every other sector, including school
teaching and the health professions, have improved their positions significantly; and when

competition among graduate employers at home and abroad for the most talented potential

university researchers and teachers is greater than ever. An estimated 1,000 UK academics

have left jobs here for universities abroad, a quarter alone going to the US.�
The Prime Minister, IPPR speech, 14 January 2004


